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when wallgetsWallwally gets elected we all get a lift

walterwalterfJ hickel and horganmorgan hickel 6

hickel & coghill in race
to win in november

why did they do it why did jack
coghill give up an assured spot on the
republican ticket to forge an alliance
with wally hickel on the alaskan inde
mendencependencepenclencependenceclence ticket

why did wally hickel give up a com-
fortable

com-
forfortable private life at the head of a
successful investment group and commiecommit
a substantial sum of money to run yecyet
again for Govergovernornorl

they didndian t do it just to lose to tony
knowles or arliss sturgulewski they are
in it to win

wally hickel and jack coghill offer
alaska s voters a real alternative coto
politics as usual As conservatives
wally and jack can truly be considered as

outsiders to the political process in
juneau the liberals who have been
building bureaucracy in juneau do not
know how to cut the budget the other
two candidates are favored by state
bureaucrats because they will continue
to do business as usual

business as usual in juneau unfortu-
nately includes taking directives from
washington DC wally hickel and jack
coghill believe it is time to stop the

erosion of alaska s state s rights and
bring the decision making powers back
home

alaska hasnchasn ct had a governor who was
willing to stand up to the federal govern
ment since wally hickel was last in office

in those intervening years alaska has

given away a lot its sovereignty it s time
to reclaim chosethose essential rights

wally hickel and jack coghill have a

vision for alaska one based on a loyallyloyalty
to alaska and her people and because
they don t want any voter to go to the
polls without a clear understanding of
just what the alternative is that they
offer they ask you to read this news
paper from cover to cover

iff you have questions about any ofoi
wally andackyandacksanand jacksdacks positions on the issues
please call their campaign headquarters
at 5623020562 3020 in anchorage

you may not agree with wally hickel
or jack coghill on absolutely every issue

important to you or to alaska but con
sider the big picture consider what you
want alaska to be for the next four
years and you will see their vision for our
state they would appreciate your vote


